


Since 1914 ENDRESS has specialised in the development, manufacture and sales of first-class generators. Thanks to innovation and new products 
that are technically refined and pioneering, ENDRESS will also secure its leading role in the future.

Innovation and customer-specific product development as well as technical application advice are the parameters for action of a service-orientated 
company philosophy. ENDRESS will continue to meet the growing demands and internationalisation of commercial business in the future.

Headquarters in Bempflingen (Germany)
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...and that creates satisfied customers. As supplier of high-quality generators to various customers, it is understood to fullfill the strongest requests according to governmental regulations and norms. 
The brand »ENDRESS - made in Germany« is not just a strapline - our production facility in Bempflingen (close to Stuttgart, southern Germany) is DIN-certified and uses most modern standards in manufacturing 
and testing. A large number of engineers works hand in hand with the quality management to improve our processes and products continously. 
Test us - we are looking forward to your feedback.

Quality is in the centre of what we do...



ENDRESS - Partner of the emergency servicesENDRESS - Partner of the emergency services



Reliable power supply in continuous operation - this is for what our 
SEA generators have been designed - with special focus on rescue 
teams who are on duty day and night. 

SEA generators comply to all regulations for rescue teams and 
disaster control units - secure technology for harsh conditions.

DIN 14685-1 / -2
ENDRESS is the leading brand for generators according to DIN 
14685-1 and -2 which defines the technical features for fire engine 
generators in Germany. 

Within our range you will find the widest selection of generators 
which have been approved by the German ministry and fire 
brigades worldwide. 

Rely on the market leader - proven on duty several thousand times!

SEA for disaster control

... it is good to have a reliable partner. ENDRESS has proved its reliability to the fire&rescue business for several decades and is the preferred supplier to German and European disaster management units. 
By technical enhancements of known technologies we make it more easy for you to supply energy on duty. Thousands of fire brigades, disaster control units and rescue teams rely on the power of ENDRESS - 
give us a try! 

When every second counts...



ENDRESS - preferred by professionals ENDRESS - preferred by professionals 



Mobile generators
Professionals prefer ENDRESS when it comes to 
reliability, mobility and noise emissions. With our 
DUPLEXplus series we have developed the smallest and 
most powerful unit that you can find on construction sites.

Equipped with Diesel or petrol engines our generators will 
save up to 30% of fuel costs due to our intelligent 
ECOtronic system.

Test us - try DUPLEXplus!

Power supply generators
For the tough use on construction sites or as automatic backup supply 
ENDRESS generators have been designed for all needs.

We can provide open frame, silent canopy or container built-in units in 
a power range up to 3.000 kVA.

Never lose control by using our E-RMA remote monitoring application. 
The software is working on all devices (PC, Smartphone, tablet pc) and 
on all operating systems.

When professionals need power...
... ENDRESS is the first option. We can provide a wide range of professional generators for construction, handcraft and rental business. Our core competence in the development of alternator technologies and 
electronic systems will let you feel save while using our power generators. And all this with a maximum power output at the smallest size and weight.



ENDRESS - Unlimited freedomENDRESS - Unlimited freedom



... ENDRESS enables you to see the world - without surrender amenities. Our onboard generators have been designed for manifold applications. No matter if you think of a mobile home, a maintenance 
or service vehicle or a telecommunication unit - air-cooled and water-cooled generators will assure a reliable power supply.

When electricity means freedom...

Supply of reliable power generation while travelling is a challenge which only experts can meet. 

The »OnBoard - generator« series from ENDRESS offers a range of built-in devices which were specially designed for operation 
in vehicles (commercial or private). 

Decades of experience in the development and manufacturing of mobile generators has seen ENDRESS develop as the 
preferred partner for automobile manufacturers in the area of civil protection units.

Mobile power supply on board 

Servicing-friendliness
We set the benchmark for maintenance and servicing-
friendliness access to all major components by a smart 
design and development.

A professional worldwide after-sales service will 
support you if needed.



ENDRESS - Customised SolutionsENDRESS - Customised Solutions



You tell us your requirements and we develop a solution for you.

Our team of engineers will work out innovative concepts for your power supply, no matter if it is 
about a mobile generator, onboard unit or automatic backup supply.

Customers from the governmental areas or industrial sectors challenge us every day - be a part of 
them. We are looking forward to your specific enquiry.

Your project - our challenge

Worldwide
ENDRESS supports you worldwide with our service hotline, local 
partners or even by using new ways of communication like remote 
access.

We won‘t let you alone if unplanned things happen...

www

For finding the best solution for you, our project development team will work close with your technical department. There is no difference in civil, governmental or military developments - we will let you 
benefit from our long-term competence in the development of high-quality generators. After the design and development we will also take over the production process and provide an after-sales-service.

Your specification - our competence



ENDRESS Elektrogerätebau GmbH
Neckartenzlinger Strasse 39

D-72658 Bempflingen
Germany

Tel. +49 (0)7123 / 9737-0
Fax +49 (0)7123 / 9737-50

www.endress-generator.com
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